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ABSTRACT
There is little research that addresses associations between the yield of wheat grains and
their components in different managements of nitrogen fertilization top dressing. The
objective this work linear estimate associations cause and effect between production
components and the yield grains in the difference scenarios nitrogen (N) management in top
dressing wheat two crops 2012 and 2013. Experimental design was randomized blocks,
arranged scheme split-split-plot, with three genotypes × two crops × two source N × four
management in top dressing. (3×2×2×4), in the three replications. Linear correlation and path
analysis were estimate in the different N management. Management N in top dressing
change magnitude linear associations in the wheat. Number fertile tillers independent
management in top dressing have positive relation of cause and effect with yield grains in the
wheat. Mass grains spike principal in the management II, III and IV prove positive relation
cause and effect with yield grains in the wheat.
Highlighted Conclusions
1. Nitrogen management top dressing changes magnitude of linear association.
2. Number fertile tillers has positive cause relation with yield grains in wheat.
3. Mass of grains of main spike can have positive-causal relation with wheat yield grains
depending on the top-dressing management.

INTRODUCTION
Wheat is the second most produced cereal in the world and its importance is justified by the high demand for
derivatives, especially for the production of flour and animal feed (Pinnow et al. 2013). The southern region of
Brazil is responsible for more than 90% of national production. The states Paraná and Rio Grande do Sul, in Brazil,
are responsible for the largest contribution, with an estimated production of 4.5 million tons (Conab 2019).
Success in wheat grains yield is related to the cultivar's genetics, climatic conditions and management during
the development cycle. Nitrogen (N) is the nutrient required in high doses, has a strong influence on productivity
and wheat production components (Kutman et al. 2011, Benin et al. 2012, Xu 2012).
Total mineral nitrogen applied to wheat, around 40 to 60% is assimilated by the plant and used by the
metabolism to perform metabolic functions and maximize productive performance (Barraclough et al. 2010, Górny
et al. 2011). The management of N in top dressing can change the magnitude of the relationships between traits
and direction of indirect selection. Paterniani and Campos (2005) reported that when using the correlation between
characters, the efficiency of selecting a character is significantly increased. In genetic improvement, the study of
associations between characters is relevant, because based on these associations it is possible to obtain an
indication of how the researcher should operate in the indirect selection of individuals.
The associations indicate the possibility of obtaining gains by selection in correlated characters, since the
characters of low heritability or of difficult measurement, can be efficiently selected when the selection is based on
characters of greater heritability and which present high magnitudes of correlation (Cruz and Regazzi 1997).
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Pearson's linear correlation analysis is a tool used to define the trend of linear associations between character
pairs. However, its direct interpretation can lead to errors in the interpretations, making the unfolding of linear
relationships into cause and effect associations crucial path analysis (Wright 1921), which makes it possible to
determine the direct and indirect effects of explanatory variables on the dependent variable (Cruz et al. 2014).
Silva et al. (2005), Vieira et al. (2007), Gondim et al. (2008) and Kavalco et al. (2014) conducted research with
the objective of understanding the linear and cause and effect associations between the components of wheat crop
production. However, there are few studies addressing the behavior of associations between wheat grain yield and
its components under different nitrogen fertilization managements. Based on this rationale, the present research
conducted in two crops had the aim to estimate linear associations, cause and effect between in the production
components and yield grains considered different management N in the top-dressing wheat.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experimental material. Experiment was conducted in two agricultural crops 2012 and 2013 respectively, in
Frederico Westphalen, RS, Brazil, located at 27° 23'48.17” S and 53° 25'34.82” WGr. and altitude of 460 meters.
The soil in the area in which the experiment was conducted is classified as a Latossolo Vermelho Distrófico
(Santos et al. 2006) and the climate is characterized by Köppen as subtropical Cfa (Alvares et al. 2013).
Experimental design. Experimental design was randomized blocks, arranged scheme split-plot, with three
genotypes × two crops × two source N × four management in top dressing. (3×2×2×4), in the three replications.
The experimental units were composed of 12 lines with a spacing of 0.17 m between lines and 3.5 m long, totaling
7.14 m2. For the evaluations, the eight central lines were collected and 0.5 m at the ends were eliminated.
The utilized genotypes were: Fundacep 52, TBIO Mestre and TBIO Itaipu. The nitrogen sources used were:
Urea (45% nitrogen) and Ammonium nitrate (33.5% nitrogen). The nitrogen managements were: I: absence of
nitrogen in top dressing, II: 100% in the tillering, III: 50% in the tillering and 50% in the booting and IV: 33.3% in the
tillering, 33.3% in the booting and 33.3% at flowering.
Cultural management. Cultural management was carried out in accordance with technical recommendations for
the cultivation of wheat. For the control of pests and diseases, insecticide and fungicide applications were carried
out according to the severity of the attack, defining the product according to the identified disease, in constant
observations throughout the crop cycle.
Sowing was carried out in 2012, on May 25 and in 2013, on July 10. The basic fertilization used was
200 kg ha-1 of the formulation NPK (08-24-12). In coverage, 115 kg ha-1 of nitrogen were applied for all
managements. The average plant population established was 310 plants m-2.
Traits available. Mass of a thousand grains – MMG: measured by manual counting of eight repetitions of 100
grains, expanding to a mass of one thousand grains in grams (g) (Brasil 2009). Number of Grains per Spike – NGE:
made by counting the number of grains present in the main spike, results in units. Grain Mass on Main Spike –
MGEP: carried out through the total weighing of grains obtained from each plant, results expressed in g. Grain yield
– RG: determined by average grain mass per plant and corrected for sowing density, results in kilograms per
hectare (kg ha-1). Plant height – EPL: determined by measuring the base of the spike to its upper, results
expressed in centimeters (cm). Number tillers fertile – NAF: performed four weeks after anthesis of the spikes,
computing the number of tillers with spike present, results expressed in units. Spike length – CESP: carried out
using the spike base until a higher fall, results expressed in cm.
Statistical analysis. The data obtained were submitted to the diagnosis of univariate normality of the residues
using the Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). Subsequently, a joint analysis was carried out to identify the
presence of interaction between genotype × agricultural crop × source of N × management of N at 5% probability.
After realized Pearson’s linear correlation with evidenced the linear trend associations between characters
(Carvalho et al. 2004). The simple correlation analysis aims to identify the linear trend between the characters,
expressed by coefficients that comprise magnitudes between 0 and 1, in the sense of a positive or negative sign.
These coefficients are classified as null (r = 0.00), low or weak (r = 0.00 to r = 0.29), intermediate or medium (r =
0.30 to r = 0.59); high or strong (r = 0.60 to r = 1.00) according to the classification of Carvalho et al. (2004).
Pearson's correlation coefficients are identical to the phenotypic correlation coefficients. The calculation of the
correlation coefficients was performed as described by Steel and Torrie (1980) using the equation:

where, COVP (XY) = phenotypic covariance between the characters X and Y;
characters X and Y.
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The hypothesis was tested at the 95% level of significance by the t test described by Steel and Torrie (1980).

where, r = correlation coefficient between the characters X and Y; n = degree of freedom.
The phenotypic correlation coefficients were divided into direct and indirect effects of the wheat yield
components (variables independent of the regression model) on grain yield (dependent variable) through the trail
analysis (Wright 1921).
The calculation of the direct and indirect effects of path analysis was performed as described by Cruz and
Carneiro (2006) using the model:
where, X1, X2, ... Xn there are explanatory variables,
variable-base (or dependent variable).

are the angular coefficient equation of path and Y the

So, in a general way, the coefficient of path was estimate, based in the systems of equations X´Xβ = X´Y (Li
1975), being:

Thus, performing the decomposition of the correlation between the dependent variable and the explanatory
variables as follows (Cruz and Carneiro 2006):

where, riy: correlation between the main variable selected by the researcher (y) and the i-th explanatory variable; pi:
measure of the direct effect of variable i on the main variable; pirij: measure of the indirect effect of variable i, via
variable j, on the main variable.
The coefficient of determination path diagram is given by:

The residual effect is estimated through:

The degree of multicollinearity of the matrix X'X was established based on the condition number (NC). It was
classified as low (NC<100), moderate to strong (100<NC<1000) and severe (NC>1000) (Montgomery and Peck
1982). The analyzes were performed using the computer program Genes (Cruz 2013) and using the Statistical
Analysis System (SAS 2013).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of variance – ANOVA. Joint analysis of variance revealed significance (p <0.05) for the interaction
genotype × crop × N management only for the character MGEP, there was interaction between crop × genotype for
MGEP, NAF and CESP. Between agricultural crop × N source there was interaction for the character NAF. For the
genotype effect, there was a significant effect for the characters MMG, MGEP, EPL, NAF and CESP. For the effect
of the agricultural harvest there was a significant effect for the characters MMG, NGE, MGEP, RG, EPL and NAF.
For the nitrogen management effect, significant effects were observed in the variables NGE, MGEP, RG, EPL and
CESP (Table 1).
Estimated coefficients of variation were satisfactory for the characters measured in the experiment according to
the classification of Pimentel Gomes (2009), revealing a good level of precision in the field experiment, except for
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the NAF character. The selection of genotypes in the field is carried out based on the phenotype (Baretta et al.
2016). As a result, in this research we chose to estimate phenotypic correlations and their consequences in direct
and indirect effects.
Table 1. Summary variance analysis for seven yield components in wheat to two harvests, three genotypes, two
sources, and four nitrogen management
Mean square

SV
DF

MMG

NGE

MGEP

RG

EPL

NAF

Block

2

6.36

144.32

2.26

5.32

23.29

0.30

0.26

Genotype (G)

2

61.45*

2,739.12

6.59*

26.89

321.21*

2.17*

6.56*

Residue A

4

0.65

1,330.86

1.21

9.39

12.19

0.10

0.03

Plot

8

17.28

1,386.29

2.82

19.93

92.22

0.67

2.47

Year (Y)

1

95.5*

28,683.32*

177.71*

59.87*

1,208.95*

3.99*

0.75

Y*G

2

1.53

787.31

5.82*

3.07

14.4

0.53*

3.44*

Source (Management - S)

7

3.17

3,940.09*

4.75*

46.74*

40.56*

0.35*

1.61*

Y*S

7

0.81

914.56

0.82

13.47

15.26

0.34*

0.23

G*S

14

1.25

467.57

1.31

9.74

10.57

0.14

0.15

Y*G*S

14

0.95

1,331.69

2.77*

10.93

13.68

0.18

0.03

Residue B

90

1.51

1,029.58

1.1

9.34

9.5

0.14

0.21

3.89

10.56

10.16

20.24

3.46

47.69

5.91

VC (%)

CESP

* Significant for the F test at 5% probability.
†
SV – Source variation; DF – degree of freedom; VC – variation coefficient; MMG - Mass of a thousand grains; NGE - Number of grains per spike; MGEP - Main
grain mass on the spike; RG - grain yield; EPL - Plant height; NAF - Number of fertile tillers and CESP - Spike length.

Analysis of linear correlation. Pearson's linear correlation was performed individually for each of the four nitrogen
managements. Linear associations were made for the seven characters, being: MMG, NGE, MGEP, RG, EPL, NAF
and CESP, therefore, 21 associations were obtained for each nitrogen management, of these only eight were
significant for management I and III, nine for management II and five for management IV at 5% probability.
The mass of a thousand grains (MMG) showed a strong and positive correlation with MGEP (r = 0.60) and an
intermediate and positive correlation with CESP (r = 0.36) when N was not applied in coverage (Management I)
(Figure 1 - I). A similar result was observed when management III was used (Figure 2 - II), indicating that the
increase in the length of the ear and the mass of grains in the main ear tends to increase the mass of a thousand
grains. The main spike comes from the main stem, which is the first reproductive structure to be emitted in relation
to the tillers, which arise from the vegetative stage V3 - V4. This time difference may reflect a greater targeting of
the photoassimilates produced to the main ear of the plant, characterized as the main drain and justifying the
largest mass of wheat grain. According to McMaster (1997), the nitrogen available during the grain filling period,
favors the maintenance of the active leaf area for longer and contributes to the production of photoassimilates,
reflecting in heavier grains (Ayoub et al. 1994).
When using nitrogen management II, III and IV, intermediate and negative correlations were observed between
NAF and MMG, with magnitudes of r = -0.36, r = -0.52 and r = -0.40, respectively (Figure 1 - II and Figure 2 - I and
II. This behavior reveals that the smallest number of tillers with viable ears tends to increase the mass of a
thousand grains. Carvalho et al. (2015), studying the associations between the morphological characters and yield
components in dual purpose wheat under different cuts, observed a negative correlation between the number of
fertile tillers and the mass of a thousand grains when the wheat was not subjected to any cut. Wheat tillering
capacity has a compensatory ability during the plant's phenological cycle, due to its high relationship with the
number of ears per plant, while self-sufficient and photosynthetically active tillers tend to increase grain productivity
(Fioreze and Rodrigues 2012). When using nitrogen fully in the tiller (management II), there is an intermediate and
negative association between MMG and EPL (r = -0.36), where the smaller plant height tends to increase the unit
mass of the grain.
Number of grains per spike (NGE) showed a strong and positive correlation with MGEP (r = 0.71), and RG (r =
0.64) and intermediate and positive with CESP (r = 0.51) for management I, indicating that the increase in the
length of the ear tends to increase the number of grains in the ear, resulting in a greater mass of grains in the main
ear and, consequently, higher grain yield. Similarly, in the management of nitrogen III, strong and positive
correlations were observed between NGE and MGEP (r = 0.71) and RG (r = 0.64). However, when using
management II and IV, a correlation was observed only with MGEP, r = 0.80 and r = 0.43, respectively. Gondim et
al. (2008), studying the associations between yield components, plant characters and the grain yield of wheat
genotypes, found that the number of grains per ear and the mass of a thousand grains are the main components of
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yield when wheat is submitted to defoliation. Similar results were found by studies by Caierão et al. (2001), Vieira et
al. (2007) and Vesohoski et al. (2011).

Figure 1. Pearson’s correlation linear estimate for seven yield components of wheat in the two harvest, three
genotypes and two sources nitrogen.
† MMG - Mass of a thousand grains; NGE - Number of grains per spike; MGEP - Main grain mass on the spike;
RG - grain yield; EPL - Plant height; NAF - Number of fertile tillers and CESP - Spike length;
I: Nitrogen management I and II: nitrogen management II

Figure 2. Pearson’s correlation linear estimate for seven yield components of wheat in the two harvest, three
genotypes and two sources nitrogen.
† MMG – mass of a thousand grains; NGE - number of grains per spike; MGEP - main grain mass on the
spike; RG - grain yield; EPL - plant height; NAF - number of fertile tillers and CESP - spike length.
III: nitrogen management III and IV: management IV

The number of grains per spike is a component affected by the number of spikelets produced and the number
of grains per spike (Langer and Hanif 1973). According to Rodrigues et al. (2011), the potential number of ear
spikelets is defined in the tapering period, more precisely between the phase described as “double ring”,
characterized as the beginning of the reproductive node differentiation and the “terminal spike”, when the last spike
and the stem begins to elongate. At this stage, floral differentiation occurs, where the environment is a factor that
can strongly influence the number of flowers that differ by spikelet (Rodrigues 2000). Thus, it can be highlighted
that nitrogen management can affect the availability of nitrogen during this period, which may alter the contribution
of wheat grain yield components.
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The grain mass of the main spike (MGEP) revealed, for nitrogen management I, III and IV, positive correlations
with the RG (r = 0.73, r = 0.46 and r = 0.33, respectively) and the CESP (r = 0.43, r = 0.38 and r = 0.36,
respectively). Thus, the increase in the length of the spike and the mass of grains in the main spike tends to
increase the yield of wheat grains. Silva (2009) considers that the spike length is a trait of interest for genetic
improvement, as it is closely related to the components that define grain yield in wheat culture.
The number of fertile tillers (NAF) showed, for nitrogen management I, II, III and IV an intermediate to strong
and positive correlation with grain yield (r = 0.54, r = 0.57, r = 0.74 and r = 0.67, respectively). Thus, it can be
inferred that regardless of the nitrogen management used, the largest number of fertile tillers in the wheat plant
tends to increase grain yield. These results corroborate those found by Kavalco et al. (2014), who, when studying
the phenotypic, genetic and environmental correlations of agronomic variables under grain production in two
cultivation environments, observed a high correlation between the number of fertile tillers and grain production,
indicating that this character can be used as an indirect selection criterion for wheat grain production.
Plant height (EPL) showed an intermediate and positive correlation with NAF (r = 0.37) for management II,
indicating that when nitrogen is applied to the tiller, taller plants tend to increase the number of tillers with the
presence of fertile spike. There were no significant correlations between these characters for the other nitrogen
management used.
Path analysis. The matrix of the phenotypic linear correlation coefficients, for each nitrogen management, was
submitted to the diagnosis of multicollinearity, where the number of conditions of the matrix (NC) was tested, in
order to reveal which of the characters were additive to the model. The diagnosis revealed weak collinearity in
managements I, II, II and IV, with NC of 16.32, 17.64, 18.58 and 4.59, respectively.
Phenotypic associations of cause and effect were used for the two cultivation environments, three genotypes
and two nitrogen sources individually for each of the four nitrogen managements (Tables 2 and 3), where the grain
yield was fixed as a character dependent and the characters MMG, NGE, MGEP, EPL, NAF and CESP were
considered as explanatory.
Table 2. Estimates of direct and indirect phenotypic effects in six characters of agronomic interest on grain yield in two
years of cultivation, three genotypes, and two nitrogen sources.
Management I
MMG

NGE

MGEP

EPL

NAF

CESP

Direct on RG

-0.07

-0.04

0.07

0.02

0.62

0.07

Ind. via MMG

-

-0.02

-0.03

-0.01

0.02

-0.03

Ind. via NGE

-0.01

-

-0.02

-0.01

-0.01

-0.03

Ind. via MGEP

0.51

0.59

-

-0.05

-0.08

0.35

Ind. via EPL

-0.01

-0.01

0.36

-

0.01

0.01

Ind. via NAF

-0.18

0.08

0.01

0.04

-

-0.12

Ind. via CESP

0.03

0.04

-0.11

0.02

-0.01

-

Total

0.27

0.64

0.26

0.02

0.54

0.26

Determination coefficient

0.91

Effect of the residual variable

0.29

Matrix determinant

0.11

Management II
MMG

NGE

MGEP

EPL

NAF

CESP

Direct on RG

-0.20

-0.35

1.00

-0.05

0.83

-0.03

Ind. via MMG

-

-0.01

-0.06

0.07

0.06

-0.03

Ind. via NGE

-0.01

-

-0.28

0.05

0.11

-0.09

Ind. via MGEP

0.36

0.90

-

-0.28

-0.44

0.19

Ind. via EPL

0.02

0.01

0.01

-

-0.01

-0.01

Ind. via NAF

-0.27

-0.27

-0.32

0.31

-

-0.27

Ind. via CESP

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

0.01

-

Total

-0.11

0.27

0.46

0.09

0.57

-0.23

Determination coefficient

0.92

Effect of the residual variable

0.27

Matrix determinant

0.12

†

MMG - Mass of a thousand grains; NGE - Number of grains per spike; MGEP - Main grain mass on the spike; RG - grain yield; EPL - Plant height; NAF - Number
of fertile tillers and CESP - Spike length.
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Table 3. Estimates of direct and indirect phenotypic effects in six characters of agronomic interest on grain yield in two
years of cultivation, three genotypes, and two nitrogen sources.
Management III
MMG

NGE

MGEP

EPL

NAF

CESP

Direct on RG

0.19

0.09

0.43

-0.06

0.97

-0.09

Ind. via MMG

-

0.05

0.10

-0.02

-0.1

0.07

Ind. via NGE

0.02

-

0.07

-0.01

0.01

0.02

Ind. via MGEP

0.23

0.35

-

-0.09

-0.11

0.16

Ind. via EPL

0.01

0.01

0.01

-

-0.01

-0.02

Ind. via NAF

-0.50

0.01

-0.25

0.22

-

0.04

Ind. via CESP

-0.03

-0.02

-0.03

-0.02

-0.01

-

Total

-0.09

0.47

0.33

0.01

0.74

0.20

Determination coefficient

0.87

Effect of the residual variable

0.36

Matrix determinant

0.09
MMG

NGE

MGEP

EPL

NAF

CESP

Direct on RG

0.16

-0.02

0.56

-0.01

0.85

-0.14

Ind. via MMG

-

-0.01

0.05

-0.01

-0.06

0.04

Ind. via NGE

0.01

-

-0.01

0.01

-0.01

0.20

Ind. via MGEP

0.19

0.24

-

-0.11

-0.11

0.20

Ind. via EPL

0.01

0.01

0.01

-

-0.01

-0.01

Ind. via NAF

-0.34

0.06

-0.17

0.02

-

0.01

Ind. via CESP

-0.03

-0.01

-0.51

-0.02

-0.01

-

Total

-0.03

0.26

0.38

-0.12

0.67

0.11

Determination coefficient

0.77

Effect of the residual variable

0.48

Matrix determinant

0.41

Management IV

†

MMG - Mass of a thousand grains; NGE - Number of grains per spike; MGEP - Main grain mass on the spike; RG - grain yield; EPL - Plant height; NAF - Number
of fertile tillers and CESP - Spike length.

Increasing grain yield is one of the main objectives of wheat breeding programs, however, this is not an easy
task, due to the fact that grain yield is a character expressed by the action of a large number of genes (Allard
1971), being strongly influenced by the environment and therefore with low heritability. In this sense, a valid
alternative is the use of indirect selection to select genotypes with higher grain yield, and to understand which
characters should be considered to guide the selection strategy through characters of easy measurement, high
heritability and great effect on the character of interest (Hartwig et al. 2007).
The knowledge of the interrelationships between characters that are part of the yield components is of
fundamental importance, since the yield of wheat grains can be attributed to the product of three main components,
namely, number of spike per unit of area, number of grains per spike and average grain mass, and their behavior
varies, to a certain extent, independently of each other (Gondim et al. 2008).
Table 2 shows the estimates of the direct and indirect effects of the explanatory characters on the RG for the
management of N I and II.
Regarding nitrogen management I, NGE showed a strong and positive linear correlation with the RG (r = 0.64),
due to the indirect effects presented by MGEP (0.59). In a study by Carvalho et al. (2015), a positive correlation
was reported between the number of grains and the grain mass of the spike of wheat, assuming that the greater
number of grains per spike increases the grain mass in the main spike.
In the Table 3 are demonstrated estimating direct and indirect effects explanatory characters about RG for the
management III and IV. NAF revealed a high and positive direct effect on RG, corroborating the linear coefficient in
sense and magnitude, making it possible to establish as true the hypothesis of linear association between these
characters. Thus, it appears that the increase in the number of fertile tillers tends to increase the grain yield of
wheat. These results corroborate with Vieira et al. (2007), who studied the genetic correlations between the primary
and secondary components on wheat grain yield, concluded that the number of tillers per linear meter and the
number of grains per spikelet are the primary characters that are most important in determining yield.
Regarding nitrogen management II, it is observed that MGEP had a high and positive effect on RG, under
negative indirect effect of NGE and NAF, showing a positive total correlation (r = 0.46).
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When using nitrogen management III, it was observed that the NGE presents an intermediate and positive
linear correlation with the RG (r = 0.47), however this behavior is associated with the positive indirect effects
revealed by MGEP (0.35). MGEP revealed a positive linear correlation with RG (r = 0.33), where the direct effect
was positive (0.43), highlighting the negative contribution of the indirect effect via NAF (-0.25). This behavior may
be related to the greater number of fertile tillers not being effectively linked to greater production of grains in these
structures, resulting in competition for photoassimilates and consequent reduction in the grain mass of the main
spike.
Nitrogen has a stimulating function in axillary buds, in which early applications of this nutrient may reflect a
higher emission of tillers. Thus, depending on the genotype tapering potential, applications can be given more early
in the plant's development, or later, in order to increase the number of fertile tillers per plant. However, when there
is N deficiency in the wheat tillering phase, asynchrony occurs in the emission of tillers, in which they have less
chance of surviving, even if the plant receives supplementation in earlier development stages (Mundstock 1999).
The presence of tillers can affect wheat productivity in a positive or negative way, depending on the availability
of environmental resources, such as water, light and nutrients (Elhani et al. 2007). In cereals, the relationship
between the main stem and the tillers affects the number of fertile tillers and this relationship is dependent on the
conditions of the environment during the initiation of the tiller's primordium and in the subsequent stages of
development (Almeida and Mundstock 2001). When using nitrogen management IV, a direct intermediate and
positive effect was observed between MGEP (0.56) and the contribution of negative indirect effects via NAF (-0.17)
and CESP (-0.51), justifying the linear correlation positive between MGEP and RG (r = 0.38).
NAF showed a positive correlation with the RG, with a high direct and positive effect and influenced by the
negative indirect effect via MGEP, when using nitrogen managements II, III and IV, noting that there was a similar
behavior of the cause and effect associations due to these nitrogen managements used, where the sense of the
associations was maintained, only modifying their magnitudes. Thus, the selection of genotypes via the number of
fertile tillers, combined with the lower mass of grains in the main ear and the larger number of grains per spike
tends to increase the gains in grain yield. The survival of the tillers is conditioned to the balance presented between
the development of the main stem and the tillers, therefore, in order to become productive, the tillers must show
growth rates similar to the main stem, thus being able to contribute to the final grain production (Wobeto 1994).
Determination coefficients were high for management I (R 2 = 0.91), II (R2 = 0.91), III (R2 = 0.87) and IV (R2 =
0.77), thus accepting the variations in the dependent variable are explained by the variations in the explanatory
variables. Consequently, the results obtained in the present study were adequately explained by the proposed
model.
In conclusion, top dressing nitrogen management modifies the magnitude of the associations between RG and
its components in wheat. The number of fertile tillers regardless of top-dressing management has a positive cause
and effect relationship with grain yield in wheat. The grain mass of the main spike in management II, management
III and management IV demonstrates a positive cause and effect relationship with grain yield in wheat.
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